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Big Blue Bash is a smash hit
among students
Kid Ink, Social House, Taylor DeGuzman, and Drew Felix
rock the night away

Student openers Taylor DeGuzman (left) and Drew Felix (right) performing their set at Big Blue Bash.

Danny Barrero/The USD Vista

See Big Blue Bash, Page 2

The haunting of USD:
nightmare on Linda Vista St.

A hunt for USD’s scariest on-campus ghost experiences
ABIGAIL CAVIZO
ASST. SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER

With most students having
just completed midterms, the
scariest thing on a USD student’s
mind should be whether their
total grade will be negatively
affected or not. However, a
different fear is looming: fear of
on-campus ghosts surpasses any
classroom worries. In the spirit
of the Halloween season, USD
students recall their experiences
with paranormal activities.
Although it might not be
well-known to newer students,
ghost stories from Founders

MORE
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Avocado
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Party
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Military
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See Feature, page 8

Legends of scary stories fill the halls and dorm rooms of the Univeristy of San Diego this Halloween.

Don’t miss the latest news.
Find us online:
@USDVista

See Filipino culture, Page 10

@theusdvista

uofsdmedia.com

Hall (also referred to as
Founders) are notorious amongst
upperclassmen. Sydney Ruiz,
a USD junior, lived in the prerenovated
Founders
during
her first year. It was 3 a.m.,
traditionally known as “the

USD
ghost stories
Maria Watters/The USD Vista

witching hour.” In the darkness
of her dorm, Ruiz got up to get
a glass of water. After taking a
sip, she noticed a shadow in her
closet. It was in the shape of a
nun.

See Haunting, Page 10

See A&C, page 10

Rowing in
Boston
See Sports, page 12
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USD Dining steps up their game
in face of mounting challenges

Enhancements include Grubhub partnership and other policy changes

USD Dining Services offers various cuisines across the different dining areas; mini charcuterie boards can be found at La Gran Terraza as a part of the Prime Rib dinner.

COLIN MULLANEY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
When students showed up for
the Fall 2021 semester, it is safe
to say that they were willing to
expect the unexpected. But even
so, few expected the brand new
phenomenon of the “freshman
(negative) fifteen.”
In addition to walking miles
a day to class for the first time in
a year and a half, most students
once again became responsible
for finding their own nutrition
between classes, and soon
discovered a taller order than
they had anticipated; not all
forces aligned or made it easy to
get food in a timely, convenient
manner.
As advertised by makeshift
signs taped up at cash registers,
dining locations on campus faced
challenges in scaling back up
to their pre-covid capacity.
Fully reopening required the
hiring and training of several
new dining staff, which, in turn,
contributed to longer wait times
and an increased likelihood of
mistakes requiring revision.
USD sophomore, Daniel
Rosales, noted the initial
difficulties in scaling back up
operations.
“At the beginning of the year,
they seemed unprepared for the
influx of students. There were
long lines since day one at the
SLP and at Tu Merc,” Rosales
said.
Students who waited in line
for a sandwich at Tu Mercado
during the first several weeks of
class could expect a wait time
upward of half an hour just to
place an order, with no guarantee

of the quality of their purchase.
For many, this wait was simply
untenable, given the demands
of their academic courses and
narrow windows of opportunity,
leading some students to go
hungry during midday.
Furthermore, as noted in
a previous edition of The USD
Vista, information regarding
dietary
restrictions
was
noticeably absent at several
dining locations, causing concern
among the university’s vegetarian
and vegan populations.
In response, USD Dining
Services updated its notices
and placed several large signs
concerning the available food
alternatives.
Rosales
believes
that
other positive changes took
place, besides better dietary
information.
“There’s a lot of new hires,
and I’ve seen a lot of new people
working. Productivity seems like
it has gone up, where the training
has started to pay off. It got a
bit chaotic at times, but I think
it’s starting to pick up and hit a
groove now,” Rosales said.
What
may
have
gone
unappreciated
by
students,
however, is that said difficulties
are not exclusive to USD at
present.
In an article written for The
Chronicle of Higher Education,
a newspaper for college faculty
and student affairs professionals,
Lindsay Ellis examined the
underlying causes of similar
struggles at Indiana University
and found that long lines and
wait times are occurring on a
national scale.
According to Ellis, via the
U.S Department of Labor, “The

nation’s colleges and universities
employed half the number of
food-service workers in August
[2021] relative to the average for
that month from 2015 to 2019.”
Less food-service workers
available for hire could be
a result of ongoing national
labor shortages, which place
additional strains on worksites
already burdened by COVID-19
measures and loss of revenue. In
addition to hiring and training,
many locations have experienced
difficulty in retaining new dining
employees, whether due to fears
of working in close proximity to
high student traffic, or possibly
due to fears regarding the vaccine
requirement at most public
universities.
Longer wait times in stores
of all varieties were further
attributed to the nationwide
supply chain crisis, in which a
backlog of goods are still waiting
to enter the nation’s ports,
sometimes for days on end.
Ellis pointed out that, “If

a supply chain is a series of
interconnected links, then a
glitch or adjustment in one spot
can cause ripple effects up and
down the line.” Therefore, “the
long wait for a burger isn’t the
fault of one dining hall, one
warehouse, or one vendor,”
rather the system as a whole
failed to work in unison.
In
response
to
these
nationwide
stressors,
USD
Dining Services recently rolled
out promotions of its partnership
with Grubhub, according to
Auxiliary Services marketing
and licensing director, Loryn
Johnson.
Similar to ordering online
through the GET app, Grubhub
enables students to purchase
meals well in advance of their
desired lunch time, with several
added benefits in addition to
bypassing the lines, according to
Johnson.
“The brand new Grubhub
partnership started this fall.
When USD students link their

Photo courtesy of USD

Grubhub account to their
‘Campus Cash’ account they may
then order via the Grubhub app
and pay with their ‘Campus Cash’
across the US,” Johnson said.
Students also gain access to
Grubhub Plus, which provides
free delivery, and registration
comes with a special promo,
according to Johnson.
More information is available
in an email sent to students last
Tuesday, Oct. 19.
Finally, students who are still
struggling to meet their dietary
needs, because of financial or
personal reasons, can always
make an appointment with the
USD food pantry and Torero
Closet at the Hahn University
Center (UC 116).
No student should go
hungry,
and
can
instead
contact Jelitsa Fonseca or Dr.
Cynthia Avery via email at
usdfoodpantry@sandiego.edu,
or call (619) 260-4588 with
inquiries about enrollment in the
program.

Dining locations like Blue Spoon display signs reminding students that new employee training is ongoing.
Jaden Hauptman/The USD Vista
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For the love of avocados
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The USD community comes together to celebrate Avocado Fest
MEGAN SHANNON
CONTRIBUTOR
USD Auxiliary Services hosted
the annual “Avocado Fest” last
Wednesday, Oct. 20. Located in
the front plaza of the Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice
(KIPJ), the USD community
enjoyed complimentary avocados,
a live DJ, and a variety of avocadoinspired food vendors. From
avocado pasta salad to tacos with
avocado sauce, one thing was for
sure; this event was not short on
supply of avocados. In addition to
food and fun, 10 teams of students
participated in the “Guac Around
the Kroc,” a guacamole making
competition.
Since 2018, Avocado Fest has
been a beloved USD event. Many
students were excited to see its
return after its year hiatus due
to the pandemic. Back in 2010,
Andre’ Mallie’, the Assistant Vice
President of Auxiliary Services,
had the idea to create annual
festivals focused on fruits and
vegetables that would bring
students together to explore new
cuisine.
Originally, the two festivals
were Apple Fest in the fall and
Strawberry Fest in the spring.
But by 2018, Auxiliary Services
decided to switch things up.
Inspired by the rising trend of
avocado toast, they decided to
change the festival to Avocado
Fest.
Loryn Johnson, the Director
of Marketing and Licensing for
USD Auxiliary Services, describes
Avocado Fest as a way for USD
Dining to give back to their
students.
“They [USD students] are our
core, our number one customers,
and we really love our students,”
Johnson said.
Some students may be
surprised to learn that Avocado

Fest is a no-cost event for the
university. This year’s Avocado
Fest included 13 food and drink
vendors, all of which were
provided
free-of-charge
by
Sysco, a prime food vendor of
USD.
Although the food and
drinks are completely free, this
event gives food vendors the
opportunity to promote their
avocado-inspired
products.
This year’s vendors prepared a
variety of tasty samples, such as
vegan taco salad, nachos, vegan
ceviche, and, of course, chips and
guacamole. A fan favorite was
the vegan chicken tenders with
avocado sauce.
Ramona Tellez, a USD junior
who attended the event, described
the “chicken” plate.
“It’s delicious, you wouldn’t
know it’s vegan,” Tellez expressed.
The variety of foods provided
allowed for students with different
dietary needs and restrictions
to enjoy the event. For example,
the vegan ceviche was made from
the heart of palm, a vegetable
harvested from the inside of
certain palm trees.
Beyond the free food, many
students enjoyed the community
aspect of the event. The KIPJ front
plaza was flooded with students,
faculty, and staff enjoying each
other’s company while celebrating
the love for avocados. Music,
decorations, and a photo-op with
a life size avocado cut-out made
for a lively atmosphere.
USD junior, Maddie Amaral,
said she really appreciated the
event.
“It was a nice break from
classes and the stress of
midterms,” Amaral said.
The “Guac Around the Kroc”
contest additionally brought a
competitive spirit to the event.
10 teams of two students each
participated in a guacamole
making competition. Among

this year’s teams were the 2019
runner-ups, USD seniors Tyler
Young and Bryson Patterson.
Young and Patterson were excited
to be back for a new chance to win
the Guac Around the Kroc title.
Young reflected on the team’s
near win two years ago.
“I don’t think I’ve felt a more
crushing blow in my life.” Young
said. “Here we are to claim our
victory. I’ve been looking forward
to this for a long time.”
The competition brought
crowds of students who cheered
on the teams in their guacmaking endeavors. Starting off
the contest, teams selected their
ingredients. The ingredients
provided included classic guac
ingredients – avocados, onions,
tomatoes – as well as more
creative options, such as fennel,
pomegranates, and pineapple.
After careful ingredient selection,
students got down to business,
smashing, cutting, and preparing
their ingredients into awardwinning guacamoles.
The ‘guacs’ were taste-tested
by USD’s very own chefs, Rodney
Robinson, Alex Weltz, and David
Cesena. Chef Weltz described
the criteria that he judged the
guacamole on.
“First off flavor for sure. You
need enough salt, enough acidity
in there. Second is appearance,”
Weltz explained. “Nice knife cuts,
nothing too crazy big. And then
overall nice balanced guacamole.”
The chefs tasted the various
guacamole one by one. The 2019
runner-ups, Young and Patterson,
took their presentation to the next
level by carving out a pineapple
and putting their finished
guacamole inside. Even with this
next-level presentation, Young
and Patterson just missed the first
place title, receiving second place
again.
This year’s winners were USD
seniors, Nick Lund and Henry

Competition winners, Nick Lund and Henry Morrissey, with their guacamole.
Photo courtesy of USD Auxillary Services

Morrissey. Lund and Morrissey’s
guacamole was inspired by the
traditional aspects of the adored
dip with a focus on creating the
perfect chunky texture.
“We kept it simple, and I think
that took us really far,” Lund
explained.
In addition, the winning team
noted that they utilized a good
amount of lime and salt. Now a
guacamole victor, Lund described
how he would spend his new free
time.

Students, faculty, and staff gathered on Oct. 20 in front of the Kroc Institute of Peace and Justice (KIPJ) for the annual Avocado Fest organized by USD’s Auxillary Services.
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“I’ll probably make a lot of
guacamole, it’s kind of my passion
now,” Lund said.
Avocado Fest left many
students feeling a bit more
passionate about the tasty fruit.
With a large community turnout,
quality food, and exceptional
guacamole making, Avocado Fest
2021 is one for the books.
Students can look forward
to the next event hosted by USD
Auxiliary Services, which will be
Strawberry Fest this spring.

Photo courtesy of USD Auxillary Services
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Generation Z needs more positivity
Gen Z’ers are experiencing higher rates of mental health issues

MEGAN VALADEZ
ASST. OPINION EDITOR
I am a 20-year-old woman
who is quite active on social
media. I rarely post on my
accounts, but I love looking at
what others post. I belong to
what’s called Generation Z, or
Gen Z, which includes people
born between 1996 to 2012.
Much of the mental health
issues Gen Z face have to do
with technology, specifically,
smartphones. We grew up in
a world where social media
was always at our fingertips
and by the time the oldest Gen
Z’ers were teenagers, social
interaction began to move from
in-person to online.
Nevertheless, Gen Z is
experiencing much higher rates
of mental health issues than
the generation before them
(Millennials). According to the
Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA), depression among
teens and young adults has
doubled in just eight years.
In 2019, nearly one out of
four teen girls in the United
States experienced clinicallevel depression – which was
before the pandemic hit. Social
media and unrealistic beauty
standards, as well as a lack of
interaction and the pandemic
have impacted all of Gen Z,
especially young girls and people
of color.
The pandemic taught us
that digital technology and
communication
are
always
available. Unfortunately, that
is also a major disadvantage.
When we are having a bad day,
we turn to our phones – TikTok
or Twitter are immediately
available if we need a good
laugh, or Gigi Hadid’s Instagram
page if we are hating ourselves.
I learned from a young age,
from many therapy sessions,
that the only person I need to
worry about is myself and my
own well-being. I learned how
to take social media breaks and
instead, how to pick up a book or
a hobby that makes me happy. I
learned that the only approval I
will ever need is my own.
Unfortunately, many young
people do not think the same way
I do, and that is okay. People feel
constant pressure to keep up on
social media, by always posting,
commenting, and keeping up
with the thousands of lives that
surround them.
Those who want to disconnect
from social media platforms find
it difficult because too many
young people have F.O.M.O, or
the fear of missing out, and they

Technology and social media have negative implications on how people view themselves, which destroys confidence.		
					
		
Photo courtesy of Septian Simon/Unsplash

Being on social media means that we spend less time doing
things that better our mental health, such as exercising,
sleeping, and even interacting face-to-face with people. But,
stopping the use of social media is easier said than done.

Many teens fall into a state of depression due to the standards they feel that they need to uphold because of social media.
Photo courtesy of Leppre/Creative Commons

feel obligated to be on social
media 24/7.
Because younger people do
not get off these social media
platforms, they often end up
spending the majority of their
time seeking approval from
others and wondering if they’re
good enough, especially young
girls. This cycle of staying upto-date and seeking approval is
exhausting for our bodies and
our mental health.
Being on social media means
that we spend less time doing
things that better our mental
health, such as exercising,
sleeping, and even interacting
face-to-face with people. But,
stopping the use of social media
is easier said than done.
Though social media has
been bad for mental health in
many ways, there are some

positives. Social media is now
being used as a platform to bring
awareness to mental health and
body image issues, as well as
sparking open conversations
about these topics.
Lately, I have seen more
and more social media accounts
promoting healthier lifestyles
and habits. For example, one
woman I follow on Instagram
(@matildadjerf), who you may
know for her wonderful curtain
bangs, uses her platform to
promote body positivity among
young women. She reminds
her followers to listen to and
fuel their bodies, gives daily
affirmations, and so much more.
We need more people like
her on social media because I am
so tired of seeing young girls and
women compare themselves to
plastic surgery filled women like

the Kardashians. These famous
icons give people, especially
young
women,
unrealistic
expectations of body image,
which then results in higher
levels of anxiety and depression
in young boys and girls.
I would argue, too, that the
issues of the past year and a half,
such as the pandemic, social
unrest, and political stresses
have evoked intense feelings of
isolation, loneliness, and stress
in youths.
It’s important to talk about
how Gen Z’ers’ mental health
and wellness are impacted.
The American Psychological
Association (APA) says Gen
Z’ers of color are also more
likely than their white peers to
encounter issue-specific stress,
such as fears tied to food and
housing insecurity, debt, and

law enforcement. People of color
are more likely to suppress or
ignore their emotions because
mental health care and illness
are often stigmatized. Racial
and ethnic disparities in health
care also play a large role, as
many people struggle to find
professionals who understand
their backgrounds and concerns.
Education
during
the
pandemic
can
positively
contribute to Gen Z’s mental
health. Schools act as a safety
net for youths and their
families, as they provide meals,
medical screenings, and support
services, such as counselors.
Many students did not have the
adequate technology in order to
succeed in online learning, this
especially
disproportionately
affected students of color.
Personally, the use of
technology and social media
negatively impacted how I
interact with people in person.
I lost so many social skills,
especially during the pandemic,
and my social anxiety is the
highest it’s ever been. I have
been on anxiety medication
for some time, and I am lucky
enough that I was able to realize
I needed help. Others have a
harder time admitting they need
help.
Fortunately, Gen Z is known
as the generation that is the
most transparent about mental
health. Our generation is more
open, aware, and accepting of
mental health concerns, which
has led to more open discussions
about psychological problems
and how to manage stress in
schools, workplaces, sports, and
even in the news.
For example, Gen Z took the
hard step of breaking the stigma
around mental health. We have
begun to be open with each other,
whether that be on social media
or in person, about our struggles
and how we deal with them. We
have more resources than ever
before when it comes to therapy,
such as online therapists and
helpful medications.
When one person comes
forward about their struggles,
it encourages others to do so
as well. When we are open and
honest about our feelings we
are better people and we create
a better and healthier world.
When we take time out of our
day to meditate, journal, work
out, read a book, go for a walk,
tan on the beach – whatever
it is, we have more uplifting
and positive outlooks on life.
We need to continue to work
together to help one another and
promote positivity in all aspects
of life on social media and with
each other.

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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I’m bossy and I like it

From toddler to teen, being bossy is the reason for my success
KARISA KAMPBELL
NEWS EDITOR
Most three-year-old dance
recitals look the same: cute
toddlers in tutus, twirling
around the stage, maybe some
kids staring off into space, not
really sure what they are doing.
Mine, however, was not like this.
Instead of blissfully prancing
around the stage, and tapping
my toes to “Bibbidi Bobbidi
Boo,” I took it upon myself to
correct the people who were
doing the dance wrong, on stage,
in front of everybody in the
audience.
The girl who was standing
to the right of me was tapping
the wrong foot, so I nudged her,
pointed at my foot, and then
rhythmically shook my wrist and
pointed to the foot that she was
supposed to be tapping. This
moment now infamously lives
on through a VHS tape in a box
in our basement.
After the recital, many
people approached my mom,
light heartedly joking that she
“will have her hands full,” or
wishing her “good luck,” while
I remained completely ignorant

of any “wrong” I had done, or
any idea of the bigger societal
construct that I was challenging
as a three-year-old shaking her
butt to “Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo;”
girls are not meant to be bossy.
While this instance may have
been the first of many public
instances where my mother
discovered she, in fact, had a
very strong-willed daughter, it
was definitely not the last. In
preschool, I would tell the boys
what to do at recess and they
would listen. Or in Kindergarten,
I would logically explain to other
girls that they can hold their
mom’s hand when she comes for
lunch, but not my mom’s hand
because she is my mom and not
theirs. I became a menace to the
idea that a girl shouldn’t be or
couldn’t be bossy because I most
definitely was.
However,
my
bossiness
was never a bad thing growing
up: it set me apart from other
students, it gave me a drive to
want to do well and succeed in
school, or any other activity, and
it instilled in me the idea that
I am in charge of my own life,
and I have always had the ability
to mold my life into whatever I
wanted it to be.

As I grew older, the lighthearted wishes became hard
blows to my strong-willed
temperament. I began to
understand the media signals
and societal constructs that
rampantly flow through society,
conforming girls to remain soft
spoken and well behaved.
Telling boys what to do
didn’t go over as well anymore.
Teachers, such as my high
school theatre teacher, made it
painfully obvious that standing
up for myself and using my voice

up and stand up for myself in
fear of judgement from others.
Gender
norms
and
stereotypes only contribute
to this problem. A man being
called bossy speaks to his
success and dedication to the
job, while a woman being called
bossy speaks to her downfall and
the word is used as an insult.
For the same word to have two
different connotations, based
on its gendered implications,
only further exploits how the
patriarchy is so deeply rooted

We need bossy women in this world to stand
up for our rights, to fight for the collective
good, and to do whatever it is that she may
want to do.
would result in not being cast in
a show.
I began to slowly lose my
voice, my edge, on the idea that
I would fit in better and draw
less attention to myself, as long
as I began to fit into the mold of
what society wanted me to be as
a woman. And the sad part is, it
worked.
Although
I
remained
incredibly
driven
and
independent from a young age, I
began to lose the ability to speak

into our society.
The world needs bossy
women.
We need bossy women in this
world to stand up for our rights,
to fight for the collective good,
and to do whatever it is that she
may want to do. We need all
women to become bossy women
so that they know they can stand
up for themselves, take care of
themselves, and run the world
by themselves.
While the world does

everything in its power to
stop bossy women, I am doing
everything in mine to reclaim
this title. I am proud to have
grown up with the confidence to
be loud and to be bossy, because
without any of that, I wouldn’t
be where I am today. Being
bossy gives me drive, gives me
confidence, and makes me feel
like I can do anything I put my
mind to. And the incredible part
is that being bossy has gotten me
to be exactly where I wanted to
be.
I’ve grown in leadership
positions in every club, activity,
organization I’ve been a part
of. I got into the university of
my dreams, and I continue
to surprise myself with the
new things that I accomplish.
These accomplishments have
given me the confidence and
encouragement to continue to be
bossy in a world that wants me
to be anything but.
While many may have
laughed at my three year old
self, correcting the mistakes my
peer was making, I am proud to
be raised with the confidence to
go in front of others to do that,
and I hope that one day I can
raise bossy daughters too.

Andrew Yang is trying to save America
Yang introduced new “Forward Party” to help solve divisiveness across party lines
TYLER PUGMIRE
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
There’s a clear dichotomy
between the intentions of
politicians right now and it is
clearly exemplified between two
different methods of attaining
the support that was lost in
2020. For Donald Trump, it
was announcing his new social
media platform, “TRUTH,” after
he was banned from nearly every
platform following the Jan. 6
insurrection on the Capitol. For
Andrew Yang, it was introducing
a new political party, the
“Forward Party,” which claims
it is neither left nor right, but
“forward.”
Yang introduced this new
party in his book, “Forward:
Notes on the Future of
Democracy” where he goes
into detail about what this new
political party really stands for.
The “VistaNotes” version of
Yang’s new book would highlight
“ranked-choice voting” – which
was in New York City for their
mayoral election.
“Universal basic income”
is Yang’s claim to fame, where
he promised $1000 to every
citizen if he were to win either
of his previous elections. And

“human-centered Capitalism,”
which Yang is a major advocate
of due to the popularity of AI in
many different industries. There
are also notes of the importance
of grace and tolerance in politics,
as well as effective and modern
governance which is fact-based.
Yang makes a lot of
compelling points here, many
of which should honestly be
more important in the face of
politics than they get credit for.
In relation to human-centered
capitalism, I think that no one is
ready for the next wave of AI to
come out at any time, that could
replace millions of jobs as soon
as it is deemed legal. Tesla’s
AutoPilot – which is still only
legal with a driver behind the
wheel – has serious potential
to displace three million truck
drivers in America in the next
five to ten years, and simply,
America is not ready for that.
The
ugliest
thing
for
America to look at is the
mirror; this country is riddled
with many problems which are
overshadowed by the drama
that politicians create in order
to get reelected. Since the rise
of social media, politicians on
both sides abuse their platforms
in order to be divisive and really
try to advocate for issues that

Yang campaigning in Windham, NY during the 2020 presidential election.
Photo courtesy of @andrewyang/Instagram

The ugliest thing for America to look at
is the mirror; this country is riddled with
many problems which are overshadowed
by the drama that politicians create in
order to get reelected.
they cannot solve, and this is
why Yang founded the Forward
Party.
Even though social media
has been in every household
since around 2012, this wasn’t
utilized until 2015 during
Trump’s campaign. By using

Twitter, Trump was able to
garner attraction to himself and
his ideologies, and realized that
a lot of Americans had some
hidden biases that they didn’t
like to acknowledge because
they thought they were wrong
until Trump came along. For

six full years of Barack Obama’s
term, Fox News was upset that
he wore a tan suit, one year later
and the chants of “Build that
wall!” crept through televisions
across America.
Yang’s party does have flaws,
it’s not perfect in practice at all.
It bases itself on the idea that
all of America’s elections will
be ranked-choice and then by
having voters eliminate the two
parties based on divisiveness,
they will then come out on top.
But even if the Forward Party
doesn’t get anyone elected,
it goes to show that there are
fundamental issues between our
politicians and that there are
98 percent of Americans, with
a very loud 1 percent on either
side that have created an echo
chamber of divisiveness, no
matter what side someone is on.
The Forward Party is the
first major indicator that people
are actually trying to disrupt the
current political system since
its shift in the past six years.
It’s necessary. Whether or not
this divisiveness will continue
is still up in the air, but if it can
get politicians to do their job,
then it will be a success. At least
this politician who lost his 2020
election isn’t trying to claim that
truth only comes from one side.

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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The life of a “Military Brat”
Stories behind the students whose parents serve our nation
RACHEL CEPE
CONTRIBUTOR
The word “brat” is often
associated with an image of a
spoiled and stuck up young child
that often whines when they
don’t get the toys they want or
when someone tells them “no.”
However, when the word military
is put in front of the word
“brat,” the narrative changes.
A “military brat” is a child
who has one or more parents
in active, full-time duty. With
this life, comes frequent moving
every couple of years, separation
from parents, and having to
adapt to a new area or lifestyle.
According to the USD Military
and Veterans Program, over 800
students at USD have a military
connection. Each one brings their
own story that may influence
their life at the university.
Moving is one of the biggest
challenges for military brats.
“‘How do I get adjusted to where
I’m at now?,” is a question USD
sophomore, John Grady, often
asked himself while he moved
all over the country with his
family due to the status of
his father, who is in the navy.
Grady, along with many
others,
experienced
more
difficulty making long-term
friends as a child because
moving would happen every
three to four years or so.

USD junior Jonah Wright.
Photo courtesy of Jonah Wright

USD sophomore John Grady.
Photo courtesy of Carol Grady

USD senior Mary-Logan Miske.
Photo courtesy of Lacy Miske

“It sucked that I had to
move away from people every
couple years but because of
that I learned really quickly
how to connect with people
and make friends,” Grady said.
Transitioning to college was
easier for him because of all the
moves he’s made; from living
on the East Coast in states like
Maryland to living on the West
Coast in San Diego. Adapting to
new areas became a ritual that
occurred every couple of years.
In addition, Grady is happy to
be attending USD. Despite the
frequent moving, he had the
opportunity to decide what
school he wanted to attend
without having to worry about

in and out of state tuition.
Similarly, being separated
from a parent due to the military
is also another challenge. For USD
senior, Mary-Logan Miske, both
of her parents have connections
to the military and she often
had to move and be separated
from her father at a young age.
“I felt at a disadvantage
because I was down one parent
for a while,” Miske said. “Being
put into one place then having
to move into another because
you have to adapt to a new
environment, new school, new
house, new friends, so it can be
really difficult. But I didn’t realize
how much of a blessing it was.”
Despite all the challenges she

encountered due to growing up
in a military family, it also made
her transition to college easier.
During the start of college, Miske
found value from her moving
experiences when it came to
being around her friends who
were homesick – it was their
first time starting a new life –
but, nothing was new for her.
At USD, Miske has a workstudy position at the Veterans
center and enjoys connecting
with
students,
veterans,
and active-duty individuals.
USD junior, Jonah Wright,
is from a family where all adult
figures were a part of the military.
Although they did not have to face
the struggles of being relocated

every couple of years, there are
still adversities growing up.
“The challenges of a military
family for me is the stress it puts
on my parents,” Wright stated.
“It consumed a large part of
their life so it was hard for them
to come home and turn off that
part and turn on the family part.”
Wright also emphasized the
opportunity to be connected to
Nelson Chase, director of the
Military and Veterans program.
Chase helps students easily
connect with Veterans Affairs,
which can play a key role in
financing school for military
connected students. With the
program, students from the
military background are able
to gain access to resources
and even attend events for
them to meet one another.
Military brats are nothing
like your typical brat – they have
all endured difficulties from a
young age and they make up
a sizable population at USD.
They each bring along different
backgrounds
and
stories.
The community continues
to build connections with
one another on campus. With
it’s growing presence and
recognition,
new
militaryconnected students are able
to find a welcoming place as
students like Grady, Miske,
and Wright have. They share
their stories and bring light
to the life of a military brat.

A helping hand: USD Food Pantry
Spotlighting the on-campus resource and the relief it can provide students
HALEY JACOB
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR
For many students, attending
college is an experience that
comes with financial stresses.
Resources such as the USD
Food Pantry, an on-campus
supplier of free food and other
living
necessities,
provide
students with the means to
help mitigate these burdens.
Assistant Vice President
of Student Affairs, Cynthia
Avery, Ed., operates the pantry
with her Executive Assistant
Jelitsa Fonseca and other
work-study
students.
Dr.
Avery explained the USD Food
Pantry’s services to students.
“The general goal of the USD
Food Pantry is to provide food,
hygiene products, and school
supplies for students facing food
insecurity. We partner with the
San Diego Food Bank for some of
the food, where either myself or
my Executive Assistant, Jelitsa
Fonseca, visits the food bank on
a weekly basis to gather what is
needed,” Avery said. “In addition
to these appointments, I visit

other grocery and variety stores
between three to eight times a
week to ensure we have fresh
produce and other necessary
items. If students do not find
the food they need or want,
they can make requests with
our student assistant, and we
strive to get what they need.”
The USD Food Pantry
is located in UC 116 and
allows students to utilize its
services through individual
appointments
to
maintain
COVID-19 safety guidelines.
Students experiencing
food
insecurity must first complete
the enrollment form found
on the pantry’s website to
get
approved
for
access
to the food pantry.
Once approved, students
become
registered
pantry
members and receive a link
for
appointment
sign-up
times. The pantry allows for
one appointment each week.
It is important to note
that all information is kept
confidential,
and
students
can rely on the complete
protection of their privacy.
Dr.
Avery
expanded

Necessities in the food pantry.
Jaden Hauptman/The USD Vista
on
of

the
extended
benefits
the enrollment process.
“The private enrollment form
helps us to gather data about the
number of students who may be
experiencing food and housing
insecurity and allows us to
outreach to students to discuss
different support options,” Avery
said. “Many students may also
qualify for CalFresh food benefits.
This benefit will allow them to

supplement the food they gather
from the pantry with additional
supplies from local grocery
stores with their benefit card.”
The
Associated
Student
Government provides funding for
the pantry’s food and supplies.
USD junior and ASG Speaker of
the Senate, Sean Kenney, works
closely with Dr. Avery to ensure
that the pantry’s needs and
expenses are met. Kenney shared
that the organization allocated a
$20,000 budget to the pantry this
semester alone. Kenney explained
his perspective on why ASG’s
relationship with the pantry is
essential for promoting student
wellness and success on campus.
“For ASG, we strongly
believe that it is a priority to
support
and
accommodate
all undergraduate students,
especially those facing food
insecurities, financial challenges,
and those who hold marginalized
identities,” Kenney said. “I don’t
think we as a university can be
at our best if we have students
pursuing their degrees on empty
stomachs because they don’t
have enough food to eat. After
all, food is a human right, so

I believe we have a collective
responsibility to protect that.”
The pantry is well utilized
and highly effective. Dr. Avery
shared that the resource has
helped up to 207 students in one
semester. However, the hours of
operation are limited due to a
staff shortage. It is encouraged
for students to help support the
facilitation of the food pantry,
an opportunity available to those
seeking work-study positions.
Other ways to support
the pantry include donating
items listed on the pantry’s
website, such as canned food,
laundry detergent products, and
period products. If interested
in donating, students must
contact the food pantry’s email,
usdfoodpantry@sandiego.edu.
It is essential to have oncampus resources like the
USD Food Pantry to ensure
all students feel supported
during their time at college.
The pressures of being a
student are already high enough,
and no student should ever feel as
though their financial situation
warrants sacrificing deserved
access to basic living necessities.
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Students’ definitive list of the best Halloween movies
A list by the people and for the people (for an ultimate spooky night in)

ISABELLA SANCHEZ
ASST. A&C EDITOR

When it comes to Halloween,
there is one fact no one can
dispute; the holiday simply
wouldn’t be complete without
the movies that accompany
it. Picking out a costume and
flaunting it on Halloween night
is fun, no doubt, but movies
really get you in the spirit.
Nothing beats putting on a gory
slasher or a fun and nostalgic
fall film with friends to get in the
spooky mood.
There are endless options
but, there’s no need to feel
overwhelmed – some USD
students narrowed the list down
to the best Halloween flicks
to watch in honor of the 31st.
“Hocus Pocus” - Joulissa
Arroyave, Junior
The
cult-classic
“Hocus
Pocus” is about teen Max
Dennison (Omri Katz) who
moves to Salem, Massachusetts
and stumbles upon a whole lot
of trouble when he explores
an abandoned house with his
sister, Dani (Thora Birch), and
new friend, Allison (Vinessa It’s time to watch Halloween movies to ring in this holiday; there are many options that individuals can choose from in order to get in the Halloween spirit.
Photo courtesy of @disney/Instagram, @halloweenmovie/Instagram, Photos courtesy of Creative Commons
Shaw). After resurrecting three
sister witches, skeptic Max finds
A horror classic, “Scream,” also dispeling the tension with her 13th birthday when she ‘Halloweentown!’” Giammanco
that his Halloween won’t be as follows a masked knife maniac moments of comedy only to learns that she comes from said. “I always watch it during
boring as he originally thought. who stalks high-school students scare you again right after.” a family of witches and that this time because it’s a feel good
For USD junior, Joulissa in a middle-class suburbia.
she is in fact a witch, too. movie, and it reminds me of
Arroyave,
her
Halloween Suddenly nobody is safe from “The
Great
Pumpkin,
After the revelation, her when I was younger.”
film
go-to
is
this
cult this masked killer, turning Charlie Brown” - Andrew grandma (Debbie Reynolds), a
classic for many reasons. this
peaceful
California
Oleson, Sophomore
good witch herself, takes her to “Halloween Kills” - Nicholas
“‘Hocus Pocus’ is my favorite town
into
a
bloodbath.
Halloweentown, where witches,
von Tscharner, Senior
Halloween movie,” Arroyave
Although blood and gore
This “Peanuts” Halloween goblins, and vampires dwell,
said. “The relationships and isn’t everyone’s cup of tea, special revolves around the all living normal lives. Marnie
This new slasher film
personalities
between
the Erin Kane, a USD senior, Peanuts
gang
celebrating not only discovers this secret continues
the
gory
saga
sisters are very well chosen, the is their number one fan. Halloween while Linus waits part of her family, but also that of Michael Myers as past
chemistry between the teenagers
“‘Scream’ is my favorite for the appearance of the there is an evil force plotting characters who survived Myers
and their crushes is so cute, and horror film because it mixes mysterious Great Pumpkin. to take over Halloweentown. bloodlust from previous films
the plot was very well written.” contemporary
horror
with
For USD sophomore Andrew Shockingly, she finds herself come together to end his reign
classic slasher films,” Kane Oleson, the best Halloween film right in the center of it. of terror once and for all.
“Scream” - Erin Kane, said. “It keeps you on the edge doesn’t necessarily have to be
USD
junior,
Kirsten
Nicholas von Tscharner,
Senior
of your seat in suspense, while a nail-biter or a gory slasher. Allmeroth, loves this classic a USD senior, loves this film
It can just be one that sparks Halloween film because it for not only its spookiness,
nostalgia for the fall season. never gets old, even from but for its star-studded cast.
“This film is my favorite childhood
to
adulthood.
“I really love ‘Halloween
because it makes me think of
“‘Halloweentown’
is
the Kills’ because Kyle Richards is in
the start of fall,” Oleson shared. best Halloween movie because it and I love the housewives,” von
“Back home, I would always it is interesting for all ages and Tscharner said. “I like the most
watch it around Halloween, brings together the supernatural recent one as it’s just intense and
which was when all the tree leaves and real world,” Allmeroth gives you a good spooky feel.”
began to change colors and fall.” shared. “It is a quintessential
Whether you like a good
film for childhood and sets the scare or not, this list will serve
“Halloweentown” - Kirsten mood for the fall seasons, even as a helping hand for getting
Allmeroth, Junior & Nikki providing a sense of nostalgia into the spooky spirit before the
Giammanco, Senior
for the older viewers as well!” arrival of Halloween.
Nikki Giammanco agreed
So, turn off the lights, grab
Teen
Marnie
Cromwell with Allmeroth.
some popcorn or delicious
(Kimberly J. Brown) gets her
“My
favorite
Halloween candy, and get to watching these
“The Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown” is a Halloween cult classic.
movie is probably the first spooky favorites.
Photo courtesy of @snoopygrams/Instagram world turned upside down on

Write a “Letter to Laura”
New advice column coming to The USD Vista

Hi, my name is Laura! I am a USD senior and Psychology major. I wanted to start this column
for anyone on campus to write in to. You can ask about anything from friendships, dating tips,
to crazy stories that you want to share. Write in anonymously to “Letters to Laura” for my
advice on college survival and life in general. Click the link in @theusdvista’s Instagram bio to
send your first “Letter to Laura.”
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On campus spooky encounters
Paranormal activity frightens USD students

ABIGAIL CAVIZO
ASST. SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER

Haunting from Page 1
“I didn’t want to freak out
and I didn’t have my glasses
on,” Ruiz remembered. “I’m
not a big believer in spirits, so
I looked at it for a good minute
and moved around to make
sure. It was clearly there.”
Afraid to wake up her
roommate and terrified to
open the closet further, in the
off chance she’d come face-toface to the spirit, she forced
her eyes shut, hoping to fall
back to sleep. Ruiz explained
that a lot of people in her year,
even in previous years, had
experiences with the infamous
nun haunting Founders Hall.
Legend has it that this nun
used to live there until she
was forced out. Agonized over
the idea of leaving her home,
she hung herself in one of the
hall’s corners. She now roams
around Founders, but Ruiz
explained that she doesn’t
believe the nun is a cruel spirit.
“I was scared when I saw it,
but then I thought to myself,
‘I don’t think she was there to
harm me,’” Ruiz said. “I don’t
think she’s an evil spirit because
then a lot of bad things would’ve
happened
there
already.”
She and her roommate
kept their closet closed each
night for the rest of the year.
Public Safety and Residential
Life had no records of ghost
sightings, but Diane Maher,
Head of Archives at Copley
Library, had been contacted

Location of alleged Borrego ghost sighting.

in the past about paranormal
activity; confirming that recent
ghost experiences are not unique,
isolated encounters amongst the
USD community throughout the
years.
“About 10 years ago, a grad
student contacted me about
her experience in the library’s
Mother Hill Reading Room (aka
the Harry Potter Room),” Maher
said. “She wrote, ‘I observed a
nun in a full-length blue habit
walking up the tiled steps of the
reading room with books in her
arms.’”
Maher connected the student
with other Vista articles covering
USD hauntings from as early as
2000.
During his first year living
on campus, USD sophomore,
Christian Welch, went to bed
in Borrego in the Vistas. Other
than the building-wide blackout,
it was just like any other night.
Around 3 a.m., he woke up and
heard a scream. He then went
back to bed and thought nothing

Abigail Cavizo/The USD Vista

of it at the time. The next
morning, his next door neighbor,
visibly shaken, knocked on his
door. She explained to Welch
that during the previous night,
she woke up to blood-curdling
screams. Instead of going to bed,
she looked outside her window
and saw a figure of a man
standing next to the light post by
the grill outside Borrego.
However, in the blink of an
eye, he was gone. When they
cross-checked
stories,
they
discovered a sinister detail: both
encounters occurred at 3 a.m.
Later in the day, Welch came
across multiple other Borrego
residents that had the same
eerie interaction all at the same
time. Due to their concerns over
possible dangers around the
Vistas because of the blackout,
Welch called Public Safety telling
them everything. They told him
that no one was in the Vistas that
night.
“As a lot of people know,
there are Native burial grounds

in the Valley,” Welch noted. “We
believe that was a ghost coming
up from the Valley to the Vistas.”
There have been a few ghost
stories from students living in
the Vistas. USD sophomores,
Ceinwyn Phipps and Cass
Matthews,
are
currently
roommates there. Since moving
into the Laguna building in the
Vistas, they have experienced
a few too many paranormal
incidents.
Phipps
recalled
multiple accounts of knowing
she was alone and hearing
strange noises throughout her
apartment. During the first week
of October, with no AirPods
in and no one else awake,
Phipps was sitting on the couch
when an otherworldly voice
whispered into her ear, “Hey.”
“I’d open the doors looking
for
people,
but
nothing,”
Phipps described.
“I always
feel like I’m being watched.”
These experiences persisted
throughout the year, too.
“It got really bad when I’d be
washing my face in the sink at 2
a.m.,” Phipps said. “When I put
my head down in the water, stuff
would move in the living room.”
As recent as last week,
Matthews heard a thud from
the other side of the apartment.
Nothing had moved, but the
next morning, the cross that
usually sits up on her dresser
was face down. Alone in the
apartment with her bedroom
door closed, another loud bang
ricocheted off their apartment
walls. With no windows open
and no apartment draft, Phipps’s
door
had
slammed
shut.

The terrors don’t let them
rest at night either. Phipps and
Matthews have both experienced
frightening
nightmares.
Phipps recalled an especially
freaky night terror. At 3:07
a.m., she was woken up by
a force grabbing her cheeks,
ordering her to “Stop snoring.”
“I genuinely didn’t realize
it was a dream until I got back
to my dorm that afternoon,”
Phipps
said.
“Something
literally woke me up and
was holding me by my face.”
Before
their
frightening
experiences in the Vistas, they
had an even more bone-chilling
incident in Valley B as freshmen.
A week before moving out
for the summer, Matthews
exited the shower to face an
upside- down cross drawn
on the mirror in the steam.
Freaked out, she tried to
distract herself with packing.
From across the room, a loud
thud echoed throughout her
dorm. When she turned around,
she found that the cross on her
wall had fallen down. Later on in
the night, her friend had picked
up the cross and in a video
caught by Matthews, an orb can
be seen flying around the cross.
“I started crying and praying
and forced my friends to
sleepover since I lived alone on
my floor,” Matthews recalled.
Although all these encounters
are unconfirmed, there is always
a lingering truth to every story.
It appears as though all around
campus paranormal activity is
going on. Watch out USD and
stay safe this Hallo-weekend.

Some basic ideas for a not-so-basic Halloween
How to make shopping for Halloween costumes fun, not stressful

MEI FLORY

ASST. A&C EDITOR

With Halloween coming
up, so too does the panic for
the perfect costume. Everyone
has already talked about the
“Squid Games” jumpsuits, and
there’s always someone who
will dress up as Eleven from
“Stranger Things.” But no one
wants to have a “basic” costume
if they can help it, and no one
wants to be caught wearing
the same costume as anyone
else. Not only is it important to
have a unique Halloween look,
but students would prefer to
DIY or save money if they can.
With
that
said,
here
are some fun and simple
Halloween costume ideas for
this year’s spooky season.
Childhood Nostalgia
Fairly Odd Parents
A pink t-shirt and baseball
cap with a pair of jeans is all it
takes to be Timmy Turner from
“Fairly Odd Parents.” Friends
can dye their hair pink and
green to be Cosmo and Wanda,
respectively. For Wanda, wear
black pants with a yellow tee to
complete the look. For Cosmo,

black pants with a white long
sleeve and tie will suffice. To jazz
up the costume, add a golden mini
crown for Cosmo and Wanda.
American Dragon
Jake Long rocks a red zipup jacket, a pair of blue jean
or cargo shorts, and green hair
tips. Carry a skateboard around
to top off this costume. Or,
dress up as his sister, Haley,
with a purple dress, a purple
long sleeve underneath and
some high pigtails in your hair.
Gravity Falls
Dipper’s blue and white
baseball cap may be a little
tricky, but an orange shirt
with a vest and shorts will
work. Be sure to wear white
socks that show above a pair of
black sneakers. For Mabel, any
oversized, colorful sweater with
a matching headband will work.
To tie the costume together,
wear a cute skirt or shorts with
white socks and black flats.
Top Spotify Artists
Olivia Rodrigo
As Olivia Rodrigo once said,
“God, it’s brutal out here.”
Black gloves and a blue and

white cheerleader outfit is all
anyone needs to look like they
came straight out of the “good
4 u” music video. Or, one can
plaster a bunch of holographic
stickers all over their face
to look like Olivia Rodrigo
from her “Sour” album cover.

outfit changes for the group. To
emulate Jungkook, wear some
dark denim on denim with a
white shirt. Or, for one of the
outfits from the latter half of
the music video, pair some pink
or purple pastel-colored clothes
together for a monochrome look.

Ariana Grande
Anyone can emulate Ariana
Grande if they put on some thighhigh black boots, an oversized
hoodie, and a classic high
ponytail. Her “Positions” album
cover requires a green two-piece
(a skirt and long sleeve shirt), a
headband paired with a ponytail,
and some chunky earrings.

Y2K Girls and Guys

Harry Styles
Harry’s style is quite unique
and unconventional, but putting
pieces together for some of his
iconic looks is definitely doable.
For the cover of his “Fine
Line” album, wear a pink button
down with some high-waisted
jeans. His iconic Vogue cover
requires a black blazer and floorlength dress. Harry also loves a
good boa feather scarf with some
mismatched clothes.
BTS
“Dynamite”

features

two

and Salvation Army store off of
Rosecrans street, and there’s a
Buffalo Exchange in Hillcrest.
Fashion Valley also has a
Forever 21 store and an H&M in
case thrifting doesn’t work out.
Enjoy the holiday, and happy
Halloween.

Suki from 2 Fast 2 Furious
The hottest girl from the “Fast
and Furious” franchise raced with
a pink car while wearing bright
pink pants and a purple tank
top over another pink tank top.
Beyoncé
The
“Single
Ladies”
music
video
proves
just
how cool a black bodysuit,
heels, and a ring can look on
anyone, especially Beyonce.
NSYNC/Backstreet Boys
For some reason, white was all
the rage for these legendary boy
bands. That, and frosted hair tips.
Hopefully
these
ideas
helped
for
those
who
like
to
plan
last-minute.
And
luckily
for
USD
students, thrift stores are never
too far away. There’s a Goodwill

Ariana Grande posing.
@arianagrande/Instagram
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Underwater with the Toreros
Going off the deep end, diving into USD swimming

JAREK MORGAN
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
At 6 a.m., most Torero
students would be hitting their
snooze button at least once,
while the others are still sound
asleep. However, for some
student athletes, this is the time
where all the hard work that
goes unnoticed happens.
After a long offseason, the
Torero swimming and diving
team is ready to get back in
the water. Their fall schedule
consists of early alarm clocks,
morning lift followed by practice,
breakfast,
school,
lunch,
practice, dinner, homework,
bed and repeat. Swimming is a
sport that demands a lot of your
free time, making it difficult to
manage a student’s work load.
Our education is so important
for one’s development into
future opportunities, yet it can
be tough for student athletes to
find time for schoolwork. But in
reality, despite the tough worklife balance, USD swimmers can
also be excellent students too.
As a biology major, senior
swimmer,
Haley
Ohlson,
reflected on how she balances
training and academics at the
highest level.
“Starting in middle school
and onwards, I’ve always dealt
with such time consuming
practices that I’ve learned to
grow with the sport I love, and
appreciate my academics along

USD senior, Haley Ohlson (center), and her teammates practice at the pool early in the morning.
Jarek Morgan/The USD Vista

the way,” Ohlson said. “The
value of swimming is that it
teaches you how to obtain a
great sense of time management.
Working through the late hours
is just what comes with being a
successful student.”
The swimming and diving
team’s season begins in early
September,
and
stretches
into late February. Between
the months of December and
January while students and
faculty are at home enjoying
the holidays, the team is hard
at work preparing for their next
event. Training up to 20 plus
hours a week and swimming
on an average 8,000 yards per
day or about 4.5 miles, it is fair

to assume camaraderie comes
naturally to these studentathletes.
As captain and one of the
leaders of the swim team, Ohlson
tries to foster togetherness with
her teammates to better build
those lifelong friendships.
“When we are here in the
quiet months, that is when we
become the closet,” Ohlson said.
“We are all there to build each
other up on the long days. We all
become better than friends, we
become like sisters.”
Having a successful team
means enjoying all those little
things together, whether it
be long practices, fun movie
nights, or enjoying music and

dance with your teammates.
As the team prepared to depart
for the Lancer Aquatic Center
in Riverside, CA for their meet
against Seattle University and
Cal Baptist on Oct. 21 one of the
swimmers rolled out a speaker
that looked like a small carryon luggage, and lifted it onto the
bus.
“We have so much fun
traveling together, and we all
play fun pregame songs,” Ohlson
said. “I personally love ‘Bonfire’
by Childish Gambino, but Coach
typically won’t allow that to be
played on the bus.”
As
a
senior,
Ohlson
recognizes that as one chapter
ends, a new chapter is set to

begin. Upon completion of her
undergraduate degree, Ohlson
plans to enroll in a graduate
program in order to eventually
become a genetic counselor. This
profession consists of assessing
individual or family risk for a
variety of inherited conditions.
Ohlson reflected on all
the opportunities and great
experiences that USD gave her;
she happily spoke to her former
freshman self just arriving to
campus for the first time.
“In my senior year, I’ve been
reflecting a lot on what I’ve
experienced over the past four
years,” Ohlson said. “I’ve asked
myself what would happen if I
chose this path or that path, but
being on this team the last four
years I can honestly say that this
has been so foundational to my
experience at USD.”
At the end of the day, Ohlson
has a wonderful outlook of her
time here at USD.
“All I can say is that I’m so
thankful and so excited to go
where USD has put me in the
position to be,” Ohlson said.
Post college, when you are
reflecting back on your college
experience, hopefully the only
thing you should want to change
is that you wish you had more
time to do it all over again.
The next time you will see
the swimming and diving team
in the pool is Oct. 30 when they
take on Loyola Marymount
University. Stay tuned for more
information this season.

Weekly Recap

Tennis competes in regional championships; football ties points record
defense, even with 11 shots and
three on goal during the game.
Women’s soccer plays next
against University of the Pacific
at Torero Stadium on Friday,
Oct. 29.

MARI OLSON
SPORTS EDITOR
All teams played away this
week. With women’s soccer
in the Pacific Northwest,
volleyball in Utah, and men’s
tennis in Malibu, USD athletes
were scattered throughout the
country. Keep reading for an
overview of how your favorite
team did on their road trips.

Volleyball

Women’s soccer
USD women’s soccer played
the University of Portland Pilots
away on Wednesday, Oct. 20.
The Toreros fell 1-4 to the Pilots.
All of the goals were scored in
the second half: Portland scored
twice in three minutes by the
62nd minute to put the Toreros
down 0-2, but USD was able to
cut Portland’s lead in half three
minutes later, when sophomore
midfielder, Aryssa Mahrt, scored
her second goal of the season.
Portland scored twice more
before the end of the game for a

USD sophomore, Abigail Desiatnikov, played in a final this weekend.
Photo courtesy of USD Athletics Communications

final score of 1-4.
The Toreros found more
attacking mojo on Wednesday,
with 11 shots total and five shots
on goal. However, it wasn’t
enough to overcome the Pilots.
The team also traveled
to Spokane, Washington on
Saturday, Oct. 23 to play the
Gonzaga University Bulldogs.
The Toreros lost 0-1 to the

Bulldogs.
Gonzaga scored 15 seconds
into the game for the winning
goal.
Redshirt junior goalkeeper,
Judith Sorribes, played for most
of the match and made six saves
in the second half to keep the
Toreros within striking distance.
However, the attack couldn’t
find a way through the Bulldog

No. 21-ranked volleyball was
handed their first West Coast
Conference defeat of the season
to the no. 8-ranked Brigham
Young University Cougars on
Friday, Oct. 22. The Toreros lost
in straight sets to the Cougars.
BYU won 25-17, 25-13, 2513 in Provo. USD knew this was
going to be a tough game from
the beginning of the season.
The Cougars have always been a
top opponent, and USD is 9-12
against BYU all time.
The Toreros were outdone by
the Cougars on kills, digs, and
assists, and even on blocks with
four each. USD had no aces on
the night.
Senior outside hitter, Katie
Lukes, still made 12 kills over
the three sets, and senior setter,

Laura Madill, had 12 assists.
Coming up against a top-10
team was always going to be a
tough challenge for the Toreros,
and they handled it well under
the circumstances.
USD will look to rebound
from the loss and get back to
winning ways against Santa
Clara University on Thursday,
Oct. 28 at the Jenny Craig
Pavilion (JCP). They will play
the University of San Francisco
on Saturday, Oct. 30, also at the
JCP. The Toreros have already
beaten both of those teams this
season.
Men’s and women’s tennis
USD men’s and women’s
tennis
competed
in
the
ITA
Southwest
Regional
Championship, beginning on
Thursday, Oct. 21.
In the doubles tournament,
redshirt senior, David Norfeldt,
and redshirt sophomore, Marvin
Schaber, beat their opponents
in the second round. They fell

See Weekly Recap, Page 12
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Torero rowing competes
at prestigious race in Boston
Both boats finish top-12 and win requalification for next year’s race

MARI OLSON
SPORTS EDITOR
Women’s rowing traveled
to Boston, Massachusetts over
the weekend to compete in the
prestigious Head of the Charles
Regatta. The team took two
boats, a four-person boat (four),
and an eight-person boat (eight),
to the race.
The four finished 10th out of
54 teams while the eight finished
11th out of 31 teams.
The Head of the Charles
Regatta is the oldest fall season
race in the country. Founded
in 1965, crews from all over the
nation come to Boston on the
third weekend in October to race
three miles down the Charles
River.
Most
teams,
including
USD, bring their own boats to
the race. The boats make the
journey across the country on
a specialized trailer designed
to carry rowing shells. When
teams are coming from places
as far away as San Diego, they
will normally combine with
other teams to bring one trailer
for three or four teams’ boats.
USD’s boats were brought to
Boston on the trailer from San
Diego Rowing Center, who also
competed in the race.
Out of a team of close to 40
athletes, only 12 rowers and two
coxswains (cox-en) make the
trip to Boston. The selection
process involves strenuous tests
on the water, in the gym, and
on stationary rowing machines
(ergs) to determine which
athletes will move the boats the
fastest on race day. The process
for this year’s trip to Boston took

Weekly Recap from Page 11

in the round of 16 to a duo from
the University of Southern
California.
Senior, Will Davies, and
redshirt sophomore, Sacchitt
Sharrma, beat their second
round opponent from the
University of California, Irvine,
but lost in the round of 16 to a
pair from Pepperdine University.
All four also competed in the
singles event, but none made it
past the round of 64.
In the women’s tournament,
sophomores, Abigail Desiatnikov
and Jordyn McBride, won
through four rounds and made
it to the quarterfinals of the
doubles draw, where they were
defeated by a pair from the
University of California, Los
Angeles.
In
the
singles
event,
Desiatnikov and redshirt junior,
Solymar Colling, each made it all
the way through their respective
rounds to play each other in

COMING UP
THIS WEEK

The USD eight prepares to launch for their race in the club eights category.
Photo courtesy of Stesha Carle

around a week, which was full
of long days on Mission Bay and
tough mornings in the erg room
at the Sports Center.
The race starts in front of the
Boston University boathouse,
runs through seven bridges, and
finishes just downriver from
the Northeastern University
boathouse.
In most boats, in addition to
the rowers who are pushing the
boats down the course, there is
someone called a “coxswain.”
The coxswain steers the boats
through the turns and the
bridges, communicates with the
coxswains from other teams,
and motivates the rowers in
their own boat to go as hard and
as fast as they can.
The University of San Diego
coxswains, seniors Mady Kertin
in the eight and Averi Hutton in
the four, prepared extensively
for the race.

“This course is pretty famous
for being tough for coxswains,
just with all the different
bridges,” Hutton said. “Some
of them are pretty narrow and
you just have to be very strategic
about when you turn, where
you have other boats around
you, and just doing everything
you can to make the shortest
distance between you and the
finish line.”
In the fall, racing for rowing
is much longer than the usual
spring races. Instead of rowing
just over a mile, the Head of
the Charles is three miles long,
which the athletes race as fast as
they can.
Another difference in the
fall is that boats don’t start all
together at the start of the race:
teams are lined up and sent
down the course one by one,
so part of the fun of racing is
hunting down the teams that

the semifinal. Colling was
ranked 5th seed coming into the
tournament.
Desiatnikov upset Colling
in the semifinal on Sunday,
winning in three sets for a place
in the final. She played junior,
Lisa Zaar, from Pepperdine
University on Monday morning.
Desiatnikov was defeated in the
final in two sets.
Men’s tennis plays next
in the Southern California
Intercollegiate Championships
on Oct. 28 through Oct. 30 in
Los Angeles. Both tennis teams
will also compete in the ITA
Fall National Championships
on Nov. 4 through Nov. 7 in San
Diego.

to the Broncos by a score of 2-3.
Santa Clara scored all three
of their goals in the first half,
and the Toreros were down 0-3
in the 30th minute.
The team fought hard to make
a comeback, and in the 35th
minute, sophomore forward,
Nicklas Clausen, headed the ball
into the net from a corner kick
taken by junior forward, Mason
Tunbridge.
Clausen scored his second
goal of the evening in the 52nd
minute at the beginning of the
second half to make the score
2-3, with the Broncos still in the
lead.
SCU and USD went back and
forth in the final 40 minutes of
the game, but neither could find
a way into the back of the net
and the game ended at 2-3 to
Santa Clara.
The Toreros return to San
Diego to play the University of
San Francisco on Saturday, Oct.
31 at Torero Stadium. USF is

Men’s soccer
The men’s soccer team
traveled to the Bay Area over
the weekend, coming up against
Santa Clara University (SCU).
The Toreros fought hard but lost

USD WSOC v. Pacific
Friday, Oct. 29
7 p.m.
Torero Stadium

started ahead.
The four started at no. 30
in their race, out of 54 boats. In
the first half, they moved ahead
of two boats from Gentle Giant
Rowing Club and Whitemarsh
Rowing Club. Through the
second half of the race, they
passed yet another boat from
Thompson Boat Center.
The finish was exciting, with
the four closing the gap between
themselves and a fourth boat.
The rowers ended up 10th
overall, moving up 20 places
from their original starting spot.
Hutton talked about how the
race went for the four.
“Our race went really well!
We’re very excited about it, we
passed three crews, some of
them pretty early in the race,
and so it was really fun to race
against them,” Hutton said.
Hutton also described how
the boat felt during the race.
“The rhythm was smooth
and consistent, the pressure
was strong and solid,” Hutton
said. “The boat was moving well
through the water.”
The USD eight started no.
28 out of 30 boats in their race.
Through the first two timing

checkpoints on the course, they
were sitting in seventh place
overall.
However, the eight got into
a bit of trouble through the
middle of the race. Senior, Hilde
Ringger, described the incident.
“During the race, we passed
MIT and then they got really
close to us on a turn, so close
that their bow was literally on
our stern,” Ringger described.
The front of the MIT eight
went on top of the back of the
USD eight, slowing them down
through an important turn.
Ringger was happy with how
the eight finished the piece,
despite the challenge in the
middle of the race.
“We had a really aggressive
finish and it went by really fast,”
Ringger said. “Overall, we laid
down a really solid piece.”
The USD boats competed at
the Head of the Charles for only
the second time in the program’s
history. Both boats finished
high enough for an automatic
requalification to next year’s
race.
The Toreros’ next race is at
the San Diego Fall Classic on
Sunday, Nov. 14.

The USD four practices on the race course on Friday, Oct. 22.
Photo courtesy of Stesha Carle

also winless in the WCC so far.
Football
USD football had a field day
against Presbyterian University
Blue Hose in Clinton, South
Carolina on Saturday, Oct. 23.
The Toreros won 69-28 against
the Blue Hose.
The win tied the record for
the most points scored in a
single game by Torero football,
and also made head coach, Dale
Lindsey, the winningest coach
in USD football history with 72
wins.
An offensive explosion in the
second quarter saw four USD
touchdowns: graduate student
quarterback, Mason Randall,
first-year wide receiver, Vance
Jefferson, senior wide receiver,
Christian Brown, and graduate
student running back, Terrence
Smith, all scored for the Toreros
before the first half was over.
The scoreline at halftime was

USD VB v. USF
Saturday, Oct. 30
12 p.m.
Jenny Craig Pavilion

35-14 in favor of the Toreros
after two touchdowns in the
second quarter by Presbyterian.
Another
two
offensive
touchdowns and a blocked
punt turned into a punt return
touchdown by redshirt junior
linebacker, David Ambagtsheer,
in the third quarter gave USD
62 points going into the final 15
minutes of the game.
One final touchdown in the
fourth quarter gave the Toreros
their record-tying 69 points. A
final score of 69-28 put USD over
40 points clear of Presbyterian.
The win brings the Torero’s
record back to even for the
season at 4-4. The team has won
four straight Pioneer Football
League (PFL) matches for a PFL
record of 4-1.
Randall and Ambagtsheer
were both recognized with PFL
Player of the Week awards.
Football plays next at Torero
Stadium against Valparaiso on
Saturday, Oct. 30 at 1 p.m.

USD FB v. Valparaiso
Saturday, Oct. 30
1 p.m.
Torero Stadium
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